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illuMinating the outbacK
illuminart is the illusionary and
illuminated projection arts of Cindi
Drennan, an australian multimedia artist
with more than 20 years experience in
events, theatre, site specific installations,
and live audiovisual performance.
Using light, video projection and
sound, Cindi Drennan turns public spaces
into night-time lightscapes where visions
or stories unfold. ideal for shop-fronts,
walls, buildings, structures, rocks and
many types of surfaces.
She enjoys working with regional
communities in her home State of South
Australia and also in new South Wales,
travelling between the two via what she
refers to as a “cultural conduit” connecting
the communities of Quorn and Medlow
Bath. Recent projects include “the light
Pirates”, a series of public events in Port
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Augusta SA, and “Wish” a mythical sonet-lumier presentation for small historic
churches and gothic buildings.
Drennan also created a light and sound
installation as part of the Flinders Ranges
Bush Festival, Quorn lights Up! the themes
of the installation were taken from the
community and the work of local artists.
here she speaks to lighting Magazine
about the Festival and the joys and
challenges of working in regional areas.
LM: Can you explain a bit about the
themes or philosophy behind some of
your recent work?
CD: i’ve been a multimedia/projection
artist since 1997, but as i was primarily
based in Sydney, i was unable to spend
time with my family back in SA. in 2006
i made the decision to return to my

home in the Flinders Ranges and get
reconnected with my country and my
family, knowing that if i wanted to keep
working in my chosen specialisation i’d
face the challenge of creating my own
opportunities in a remote area.
it’s a different scene and environment,
there’s less ambient light and the skies are
darker, and being outback is good for my
soul. Since returning, and going solo as
“illuminart”, i’ve been blessed with loads
of support and opportunities, enabling
me to focus on my own research interests,
create work of deeper and more lasting
relevance to communities, research and
adopt environmentally friendly methods
of working with projection art.
the constraints – distance, smaller
audiences, less skilled support and
infrastructure, mean i usually need to work
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‘Promise’, a screen sculpture incorporating projection art, commissioned for the sydney festival 2009. Photo: nivelo.

on a much smaller scale. this suits me
anyway, i enjoy the personal connection
with a smaller audience, and of course
regional buildings and sites are smaller too.
i tend to create bodies of work that are
modular, allowing me to choose elements
appropriate to the area and audience.
i have created a few key projects that i
continue to develop each time they are
presented, using my suite of digital media
and hardware tools to adapt them to
different contexts, from a son et lumier
for outdoors, to screen sculptures for
public spaces, to audiovisual performance
environment for indoors - all using the
same infrastructure and materials.
this has been essential, as working in a
remote area, without skilled tech support
i usually need to train assistants, or do
it all myself from content production to

i

rigging. its hard work of course, but it is a
kind of pioneering experience i suppose,
with rewards in creative serendipity and
lasting community support for my projects’
development.
LM: Using light as art or to beautify or
signify in our cities is underutilised in
Australia? How do you think we can
raise the profile on light in our urban
environments at night?
CD: For me the concern of creating
beautiful lighting displays must
be balanced with concerns about
environmental impact. i’ve been
ambitiously attempting to juggle the
needs of low energy consumption,
smart lighting, with most innovative
and beautiful forms of lighting using
projection art and other technologies. ➤

cindi drennan, the creative force behind
illuminart projection arts.
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believe that low impact/energy use
projection art and lighting has a place at
the forefront of art and installation and
i have chosen to make this a key part of
my practice in future.
Because most of Australia is not overlit
with massive permanent lighting displays
like is seen overseas, the country is well
positioned to adopt lighting art that
enhances the environment in low impact
ways. lighting doesn’t need to be seen
from outer space to be beautiful!
Our senses are so completely
bombarded by illuminated information,
it would be wonderful for light artists if
the background noise were less. Street
lighting and road lighting can be smarter
and switch itself off when not needed,
and so should shop window displays.
With less background light competing,
light art would be much more appreciated
and sought after.
LM: Do you think your work has a
different impact in regional areas as
opposed to bigger cities? Is it harder to
get funding/clients for light projection
work in regional areas?
CD: i think that projection art probably has
a much greater impact in regional areas.
Audiences have not been bombarded
for years by illuminated advertising, or
been to corporate events with 360 degree
surround video projection and “seen it
all before”. it means that the audience is
cautious, not sure whether the upcoming
“lightshow” is something they might want
to go to...so marketing is more challenging.
however, in most cases, i’ve been pleased
to be able to thrill people with my work,
and to create an appreciation for the
artform that attracts repeat visitors.
i have found fantastic support through
the regional arts network here in SA, and
this in turn has led to promotion to other
sectors in SA. Funding from within a
regional community itself can be a serious
challenge, but there are plenty of initiatives
to support projects that will generate
specific outcomes for regional areas. i often
find my work has a role within a larger
process of community development, which
suits me fine as i intend my work to be
more than just pretty lights.
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improvised light painting – a “free paint job” during the flinders ranges bush festival. Photo: e collins.

in the Flinders Ranges, the heritage
of traditional stories and pioneering
endeavours has created a great landscape,
amazing historic buildings, and people with
wonderful warmth and supportiveness. As
my work is not only creative/technical but
also interactive and performative, i relish
the experience of having the audience go
on the journey with me – they took part in
the story creation and now they watch it
unfold, and affect its unfolding. So really,
as an artistic medium, projection art is
quite magical for this kind of experience
especially with intimate audiences, but
as you can probably see my work does
go beyond just the lighting and into the
realm of community art, theatre and event
design, and that resourcefulness is what
helps me survive.
LM: What was your work for the Flinders
Festival about, what were you aiming to
achieve?
CD: My main aims for the project were
to encourage local people to appreciate
the beauty of local historic buildings, and
to learn more about the local artists. i
involved three painters (Joy Campers, Val
Francis and liz Collins) to provide artwork
to incorporate into the projections,
and also organised several workshops

at the local school. i intended for this
community arts aspect of the project
to assist with generating the audience
for the work and to help promote it
further afield...as by involving local kids,
effectively the parents will eventually
want to see some of the work. this was
very effective, helped to create much
greater understanding about the work
and ensured an audience every night.
Artistically my own lighting creation
for the buildings, interwoven within the
other imagery, involved mapping striking
animated textures onto the building,
with a colourful rhythm of movement.
this was designed to make it a playful,
cheerful space, and to acknowledge the
structure of the building itself and its
location within the built environment.
Additional lighting helped to extend the
inviting glow out into other areas, and
every night people came to sit and watch,
recognise images of family or friends, talk
with me, and kid around. it was great fun,
especially as people driving through town
unaware of the event did a double take
and came back to join the action.
Perhaps the greatest challenge was
the weather, as on two of the four nights
we had damp miserable weather and
no-one wanted to be outside. We moved
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Projection art during the flinders ranges bush festival – the town hall façade through the sequence of abstracted light painting on april 24th. Photo: e.collins.

the show indoors on the Saturday and i
improvised an interactive show using VJ
techniques and some live video painting.
it turned out to be one of the most
enjoyable and popular nights.
LM: What is one place in Australia you
would most like to project light onto?
CD: i have a penchant for projection and
lighting onto the massive trunks of the
red river gums near Melrose, creating a
luminous landscape of several square
miles...ideally during spring when the
mists rise, so that the projectors also
create beams of light through the dawn
dews. i’d like to have people arrive by
horse and buggy with lanterns to see this
event, no sound of cars, only voices and
birdcalls.
And in the urban areas...well its high
time the Festival Centre in Adelaide had a
wee splash of colour, don’t you think?
For more information visit: www.
illuminart.com.au L

the archive building appeared to attract its own kind of gargoyles, who inevitably got a free paint job.
Photo: c drennan.
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